Crystallography of dispersed liquid crystalline phases studied by cryo-transmission electron microscopy.
Low molecular weight surfactants, for example monoglycerides and phospholipids, form a multitude of self-assembled structures, such as inverted cubic or hexagonal mesophases, if brought into contact with water/oil. These mesophases can be dispersed in water using adequate surface-active materials such as low molecular weight surfactants or surface active polymers. In order to use such mesophase particles for incorporating drugs and aromas, it is essential to determine their internal crystallographic structure and to understand their mechanism of stabilization. Cryo-transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the internal structure of different dispersed particles at various temperatures and oil contents. It is shown here that cryo-transmission electron microscopy, in combination with fast Fourier transform and tilting experiments, is effective in obtaining information on crystallographic structure, space group and morphology of particles with reversed bicontinuous cubic and hexagonal structures. In particular, using the presence or the absence of the {111} reflections and viewing the same particle under different axes of observation allows one to discriminate between the Im3m and Pn3m space groups. A major advantage of cryo-transmission electron microscopy is the ability to analyse single particles. This allows the identification of particles present at very low concentrations and the coexistence of particles with different internal self-assembly structures. With this technique we have obtained strong evidence for the presence of two cubic internal self-assembly structures with different space groups within the same dispersion. In addition, we found that cryo-transmission electron microscopy combined with tilting experiments enables the analysis of internal particle morphology, allowing the discussion of mechanisms for hexosome stabilization.